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Market volatility has been the subject of a fair amount of discussion of late. Such discussion may have been further provoked by 

~ednes!!ay~s aetioD:. ~h_~~i!! M~._.G~nsP8!l made some commenJsybi~h the stock; ancLbond markets. _atJ~t._ took to b~J~Lyan_cw.~~_~_ 
with statements made by his boss the evening before. F~;: ;hatever reason,lbe D~w, whi~h at one ;;'clock had been up-some 25 points -
and was f1irtmg with the 3300 level, went into a swoon in late trading and dropped some 47 points. Large moves encompassing more 
than an hour have also emerged. One recalls the 88-point, 3 % rise in the DnA on a single day just before Christmas. Less than a year 
ago, the Dow, on March 6, 1991 had moved more than 20% from its January low. This constituted only the third time since 1926 that a 
20%-plus move had taken place over that short a time span. 

n needs to be noted, though, that volatility can be defined in a number of ways. One of our own favorite measures, which we 
conceived back in 1982, is to look at the monthly standard deviation of daily log changes in the Dow. This has the advantage of 
sounding good since a fair number of people won't have the slightest idea of what we're talking about. It is, nonetheless, a fairly simple 
concept. A log change (the difference in the logarithms of two numbers) is analogous to a percentage change in that it is a valid 
comparison of the change in two figures regardless of the level of those figures. ('The percentage change from 15 to 16 is the same as 
that from 15,000 to 16,000.) The log has the additional advantage of making up and down changes comparable. A stock which falls 
10% and then rises 10% is lower than where it started. A stock which falls and than rises by log ,\0536 (equivalent to 10%) has 
returned to its starting place. I 

The concept of the standard deviation is no more complicated. We are in need here of a tools which make useful statements 
regarding groups of numbers--in this case, changes in stock prices. We alileamed in grammar school how to figure an average (or 
mean)--add up the numbers and divide by the number of observations. This we do here, computing for each month the averages of the 
daily changes in the Dow. An average, though, is less than fully descriptive, A randomly selected group of men, for example, might 
have an average height around six feet. A group equally composed of jockeys and basketball centers might have the same average 
height, but it would be a quite different group, and the standard deviation helps explain that difference. In any case, a chart of the 
indicator is shown below. 
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It reveals little volatility in recent markets, the January figure being well within the normal range. This, actually is too bad, 
since a high degree of volatility has, in the past, been characteristic of strong markets. Shown by vertical lines on the chart are the 
penods in the past when the indicator reached 1.5 or better. These occurrences took place in 1946, 1955, 1962, 1970, 1974, 1982, and 
1989, only the most recent such occurrence taking place at a high--in August, 1990. The indicator almost reached the 1 5 level at the 
bottom three months later, however. This is interesting in terms of the cycle theory discussed last week, since it would suggest that 
October, 1990 did indeed see the start of a major bull market. 
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